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URBAN CENTRE PLANS FOR KĀWHIA AND ŌTOROHANGA
Our Challenge:
We need a clear, coordinated plan to identify areas for future development and/or investment
in community spaces in Kāwhia and Ōtorohanga.
What we have done up to now:
The 2018 census results confirmed that our two towns and the District are growing, which is a major
turnaround after many years of static or declining population. Elected members acknowledged that
supporting and planning for growth, and investing for the future were key to building a resilient and
prosperous District, thriving people and vibrant communities.
In shaping the future of the District, the Council wanted to hear from residents, local business people
and community organisations about their views. In July/August 2020, as a first step towards developing
the Long Term Plan, the Council launched Ōtorohanga 2050 – aimed at encouraging locals to share their
views/ideas about the sort of future they’d like to see and the actions/projects needed to achieve it.
From elected member early thinking and the community feedback received through the Ōtorohanga 2050
process, some key themes emerged around development in Kāwhia and Ōtorohanga. Those themes were:
• Building on the community plans already in place
• Identifying areas for future residential and commercial/industrial development
• Reinvigorating/beautifying main streets/town centres
• Celebrating/promoting the unique history of the District and attracting visitors
• Developing local parks/reserves, and promoting cycling and walking connections
• Investing in community spaces/places/facilities, such as a new community meeting space in Ōtorohanga
and developing the Kāwhia heritage story
• Having the right resourcing and infrastructure in place to progress/support these opportunities
What we are proposing to do in this plan:
Council is proposing to work with the Kāwhia/Aotea and Ōtorohanga communities on separate plans for
the future development of each town, with the local Community Boards leading the process and acting as
a conduit in each community. Council sees the development of these plans is a priority, as they will guide
future investment and service delivery in these communities.

OPTION 1

Council’s
preferred
option

Move ahead with Developing Urban Centre Plans
Allocate $500,000 in 2021/22 and $1 million (inflation adjusted) in each of 2022/23 and 2023/24 for the
development and implementation of urban centre plans in Kāwhia and Ōtorohanga, with Aotea included
in the area covered by the Kāwhia plan. This is Council’s preferred option.
The development of these plans will require external expertise, and a brief will be written with these
communities to ensure the scope of the project and expected outputs are clearly understood. The
development of each plan will involve extensive community engagement/input, with each Community
Board leading their development. It is expected that these plans will take 12 months to develop, prior to
their adoption by Council. Some matters identified for inclusion in these plans may involve/require further
assessment and options analysis before a final decision can be made (e.g. building a new community
facility). In such cases these projects will be subject to a separate community engagement and decisionmaking process, and confirmed through an annual plan process.

Impacts of Option 1:
• The cost of the proposed urban centre plan development will be funded by loan and be repaid on a
				
District-wide basis – 30% by a uniform charge and 70% capital value. The uniform charge component 					
will be $2.39 in 2021/22, $4.88 in 2022/23, $9.78 in 2023/24 and $13.89 in each subsequent year (inflation 				
adjusted).
• Capital value rates will increase by $0.047 per $100 of capital value in 2021/22, $0.097 per $100 of capital 				
value in 2022/23, $0.193 per $100 of capital value in 2023/24 and $0.275 per $100 of capital value in each 				
subsequent year (inflation adjusted).
• Debt levels will be higher than if the urban centre plans were not done by $485,000 in 2022, $1,480,000 in 				
2023 and $2,468,000 in 2024.
• The coordinated planning approach is a new level of service, but the projects arising from it may be a mix 			

of renewals, new levels of service or growth-related

OPTION 2
Status Quo
Deal with growth/development/beautification/community infrastructure/facility matters in each town
on a case-by-case basis.
In this option each issue or opportunity would be dealt with on its merits, but in isolation without the
benefit of an overall development plan or blueprint. This approach means there is a risk that future
development may ‘undo’ work already undertaken, resulting in unnecessary cost.

Impacts of Option 2:
It is not possible to quantify the financial implications of this option, other than to say there are likely
to be significant risks and missed opportunities/efficiencies from not taking a coordinated approach.
• Debt levels will increase as and when loan-funded projects are approved
• Each individual project approved would be either a renewal, new level of service or growth-related.

